BAD MOON RISING

D A/G D D

I SEE A BA-AD MOON A RISIN'
I SEE TROUBLE ON THE WAY
I SEE EARTH QUAKES AND LIGHTNIN'
I SEE BA-AD TIMES TODAY

DON'T GO ROUND TONI-I
WELL IT'S BOUND A TAKE YOUR LI-I
'ERE'S A BAD MOON ON 'E RISE

I HEAR HURRICANES A BLOWIN'
I KNOW THE END IS COMIN' SOON
I FEAR RIVERS OVER FLOWIN'
I HEAR THE VOICE OF RAGE AND RUIN

DON'T GO ROUND TONI-I
WELL IT'S BOUND A TAKE YOUR LI-I
'ERE'S A BAD MOON ON 'E RISE

Hope you got your things togtther
Hope you are quite prepared to die
Looks like we're in for nasty weather
One eye is taken for an eye

DON'T GO ROUND TONI-I
WELL IT'S BOUND A TAKE YOUR LI-I
'ERE'S A BAD MOON ON 'E RISE
DON'T GO ROUND TONI-I
WELL IT'S BOUND A TAKE YOUR LI-I
'ERE'S A BAD MOON ON 'E RISE
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